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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0852/2008 by I.Z. (Italian) on respect for democracy, the 
environment and public health in Italy

Petition 0861/2008 by N.T. (Italian) on the problem of waste in Naples and 
Campania in Italy

Petition 0864/2008 by T.G. (Italian), on behalf of Demograssic, on the 
problem of waste in Naples and Campania in Italy

1. Summary of petition 0852/2008

The petitioner is seeking the opinion of the European Parliament on whether Italian 
Government Decree No 90 of 23 May 2008 on waste management is in accordance with the 
relevant Community legislation. She herself takes the view that the Decree will result in 
infringements of environmental legislation and be detrimental to public health. She accuses 
the government of caving in to the Mafia and asks Parliament to consider the sending of 
Commission observers to ensure that peaceful protesters are not subjected to brutality by the 
forces of law and order.

Summary of petition 0861/2008

The petitioner asks the European Parliament to examine whether Italian Government Decree 
No 90 on waste of 23 May 2008 is in accordance with the relevant Community legislation, 
arguing that it will result in infringements of environmental legislation and will be harmful to 
public health. He also asks Parliament to consider the sending of Commission observers to 
ensure that peaceful protesters are not subjected to brutality by the forces of law and order and 
accuses the government of caving in to the Mafia, taking the view that the dumping and 
incineration of waste are out-dated. He argues that the refuse problem in Campania should be 
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dealt with immediately and that Italy should begin house-to-house waste collection and 
decontamination of the areas affected. He also wishes for the attention of the Italian 
authorities to be drawn to advanced and non-pollutant waste processing technologies. 

Summary of petition 0864/2008

The petitioner asks the European Parliament to examine whether Italian Government Decree 
No 90 on waste of 23 May 2008 is in accordance with the relevant Community legislation, 
arguing that it will result in infringements of environmental legislation and will be harmful to 
public health. She also asks Parliament to consider the sending of Commission observers to 
ensure that peaceful protesters are not subjected to brutality by the forces of law and order and 
accuses the government of caving in to the Mafia. She takes the view that Italy should begin 
house-to-house waste collection and decontamination of the areas affected.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 11 November 2008. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 20 February 2009.

All petitions concern the Italian Government's Decree-Law No 90 of 23 May 2008 containing 
"Urgent measures to address the emergency in the field of waste management in the Campania 
Region, and additional provisions or civil protection". In particular, the petitioners express 
concern over the Decree-Law and they ask that an examination is carried out in order to ascertain 
whether the said Decree infringes the relevant Community legislation. 

Furthermore, the petitioners ask the European Commission to ensure the protection of citizens 
protesting against the Government's decisions. To this purpose, the petitioners ask the 
Commission to send observers to prevent acts of aggression or violence by police forces. 

Finally, the petitioners object to new waste management facilities, such as incinerators and 
landfills, being located in the Region's territory. 

Comments on the petitions

The European Commission has been closely following the crisis situation regarding the 
management of waste in the Campania Region, has taken action against Italy1, and continues 
to monitor the development of the situation, including the measures taken by the Italian 
Authorities to solve the emergency situation, as well as to address the structural problem 
stemming from the inadequacy of the waste management network within the Region. 

The Commission was aware of the adoption of Decree-Law No 90 of 23 May 2008 and 
carried out assessments of its provisions, prior to its conversion into law, in order to verify 

                                               
1 See Case C-297/08, OJ C 223 of 30.08.2008 p.35
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compliance with Community environmental law. In particular, technical meetings with Italian 
Authorities took place, and amendments were adopted by the Law of conversion No 123 of 14 
July 2008, as well as by Law No 129 of 2 August 2008, with a view to aligning the Decree-
Law's provisions with the relevant Community law. 

With regard to the request to guarantee the protection of protesters, it is to be noted that the 
Commission is not competent as regards activities relating to the maintenance of public order. 
These activities fall within the remit of National Authorities. 
Finally, the Commission has no powers under the Treaty to substitute Member State 
authorities in their planning activities, and in their decisions, for example on whether to 
establish new waste management facilities, insofar as decisions are taken in compliance with 
Community law. It is up to the Italian Authorities to undertake appropriate measures to ensure 
that such facilities do not pose serious environmental and health risks. 

Conclusion

The Decree-Law No 90 of 23 May 2008 has been assessed by the Commission, and 
amendments have been adopted in order to align it with Community environmental law.  The 
Commission is not competent as regards activities linked to the maintenance of public order, 
nor as concerns land-use planning activities. 
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